About Closed-loop

ABOUT CLOSED-LOOP

®

Closed-loop Technology was founded in the year
1992. We started off as a company trading in switch
mode power supply, DIN 41612 connector and 19"
Racking
system.
Gradually, we found that many customers require
customized products and so we decide to reorganize in order to give our customer Total
Solution for System Furniture and Enclosure. We
started to produce our proprietary designed racks
and consoles in 1995. From then, we received
feedbacks about our products and rectify
immediately in the next production lot. Comparing
what we first started, we have improved drastically
in terms of our quality, ergonomics, aesthetics and
styling. This is what we meant by the Closed-loop
Culture.

LED VIDEO WALL ADVANTAGES
• Seamless: LED panels have no bezels
(seams) and can be tiled together
• Best refresh rates of any digital screen

• Long life ≥ 50,000 hours
• Achieves true black with epoxy coated
LEDs
• Wide colour gamut ≥ 95% NTSC and
accuracy the best on the market
• Unmatched uniformity

• Energy efficient

• Best viewing angles (widest too)
• Any size or shape, not only 16:9
• For handling ambient lighting, LED does
better, depending on overall brightness
• Depth varies, rear access common

• Better for outdoors

LED VIDEO WALL
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• High brightness ≥ 1000 nits
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LED VIDEO WALL SPECIFICATIONS
PARAMETER

VALUE

Brightness (calibrating value)

≥1000cd/m2

LED chip

Epistar or MB15124

LED Lamp

Nationstar

Viewing Angle

Horizontal axis 120°, Vertical axis 120°

Best Viewing Distance

>2m

Brightness Adjustment

By software (0-100 levels adjustable)

Grey Scale

≥14Bit

Display Colors

4.4 trillion colors

Refresh Rate

≥1920Hz

Frame Rate

≥ 60 Hz

Drive Type

Constant current drive

Scan Type

1/32 scanning

Control Mode

Synchronous control

Screen Power Consumption

Average: 400W/m2; Max: 800W/m2

Operating Temperature

-10℃~+50℃

Humidity

10%~95%

Protection Grade

IP30

Earth Leakage Current

<20mA

Input Voltage

AC220V/50Hz or AC110V/60Hz

Blind Spot Rate

<0.0001

Lifespan

>100,000 hours

Data Transmission

Parallel RS 422 mode

Systems Operating Platform

WINDOWS (WIN98, WIN2000, WINXP, VISTA, WIN7),
with a friendly UI, and interface for secondary
development.
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160mm*160mm

Resolution (W x H)

64*64

Pixel Pitch (mm)

2.5

Pixel Density

160000pixels/m2

Pixel Configuration

SMD 1515

CABINET

Dimensions (w x h )

480mm x 960mm

Module Quantity

18pcs

Physical Resolution
(w x h)

192dots x 384dots

Physical Pixels
(total)

160000dot/m2

Weight/Cabinet

0.3kg/module
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Dimensions (W x H)

ARTIST IMPRESSION
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Flat LED Wall for Cinema Counters

Concave LED Wall for Control Centre

Convex LED Wall for information and advertising

LCD VIDEO WALL

LCD VIDEO WALL
Color Consistency Adjustment
When screens of LCD video wall were
spliced, the colors of each display may be
different , making the video wall
inconsistent.
Adjustment
to
the
brightness and color temp before
screens leave factory, in order to reduce
the color distortion.

LAN Control Function
Screens of LCD video wall can be remotecontrolled through RS232 serial port.

INTRODUCTION

Series Connection & ID Control
Function
All screens of LCD video wall can be
connected through RS232 and then
allocated different IDs. So screens can be
controlled together and separately.

Screen Calibration Function
Internal splice and seamless adjustment
are supported, which can eliminate
display dislocation of the screen joint.
Any M*N combinations are supported.

High Definition & Wide Color
Gamut
6-Axies colors can be adjusted
separately, including red ( R ), green ( G ),
blue ( B ), yellow ( Y ), magenta ( M ),
cyan ( C ). Then the display will be more
natural.

Wide Viewing Angles (Up to 178°)
With 178° viewing angles and S-PVA
technology, Closed-loop LCD Video Wall
can present undistorted, natural and
colorful image.

Abundant Display Mode
Closed-loop LCD Video Wall supports full
screen, single screen and random display.

Closed-Loop Enhance Video Emulation Render (CLEVER)

KEY FEATURES
► Full Screen Display
► Picture roaming
► Free combining display
► Picture stretch

► Display separately on each screen
► Picture overlying

KEY FEATURES

Video Wall Controller Features
Cross-screen Displaying

Each signal can be displayed in the cross-screen state,
which means adjacent screens can jointly display the
content of a single signal to form the whole graphics as
a “window”. Users can also zoom the windows drag
them to everywhere on the screen-wall.

Picture in Picture
A window can be overlaid upon an another windows
forming the “picture in picture”. Moreover, the overlaid
window is not restricted inside the boundary of the
underneath one which offers flexibility to the layout of
display.

Multiple Windows per Screen
Video-Wall processor supports maximum four windows
in a single screen allows users to view more video
signals with limited screens. The layout of the windows
can be configured separately which offers flexibility and
convenience.

Input Signal Preview
All input signals can be previewed in the UI of software
before being displayed on the screens. It enables the
operators to detect the input status and display signals
correctly.

Other Functions
Cross Point Switch
Video-Wall processor employs cross point switch technology which offers high speed switching
and transmission. Comparing to the “bus” switching architecture that all the signals need to
share the bandwidth of bus for transmission, cross pint switch assigns each signal a unique
channel to avoid collision, delay, and instability, which contributes to real-time displaying for all
video signals.
FPGA Architecture

Employing the pure hardware FPGA architecture with self-developed core algorithm provide
Video-Wall processor excellent image processing performance. Abandoning embedded
operation system preventing Video-Wall Processor from crashes, collisions, blue screen, and
viruses which commonly suffered by software architecture. It is highly stable to ensure
uninterrupted operation of 7x24, and meet the increasingly strict demand of market.
Card to Main-board Plugging Structure
The main modules including input card, output card, switch card, control card, cooling fan, and
power supply are all designed as plugging structure with the main-board which make it very
flexible and convenient for customer to configure the product based on every special demand. It
is unnecessary to disassemble the whole device when replacing the module with fault. It also
supports the “hot-plugging” for input and output cards which means that customer can plug and
pull out the input or output card when the workstation is in process of working. No restarting of
refreshing is needed, and other signals will not be affected.
Resolution Real-Time Total Adaptation (RRTA)
Video-Wall processor employs RRTA (Resolution Real-time Total Adaptation) technology in order
to support customized resolutions for different groups of screens, in other words the resolution
for each group of screens can be configured separately in the software which offers flexibility
and convenience for daily application and management.
Graphic Resizing and Signal Up scaling
The graphics of all input video signal can be freely cropped to remove the black edge. Moreover,
customer can zoom in and out any section of the video graphics after cropping. The up scaling
process ensures the zoomed section to be displayed without loss.

Ultra –high Resolution background Image
The built-in storage in Video-Wall Processor allows to store multiple ultra-high resolution static
“pixel-to-pixel” background images which can be uploaded, displayed, and switched through the
software. With extra graphic workstation, the displaying of ultra-high resolution dynamic
background-image can also be achieved to meet specific and professional requirements.
Character Superimposition
Video-Wall processor supports character superimposition to each input signal channel for users
to identify the signal source. Users can also customize the front, size, position, and color of the
superimposed character.
Scenes Saving, Loading, and Displaying in Loop
Any configuring arrangement of video signal displayed on screen wall can be saved as “scenes”.
Video-Wall processor supports up to 32 scenes to be saved and unlimited scenes loaded.
Customer can also set the scenes to be loaded and displayed in loop.
HDCP-Compliant
HDMI / DVI input card of Video-Wall processor supports HDCP, which enables HDCP encrypted
content to be displayed.
Redundant Power Supply
Video-Wall processor can be configured with dual power supply based on demand. For
circumstances if the power source is nit stable, the redundant power supply is highly suggested
to connected to different power source or self-built UPS. In the condition of stable power
source, the device will works on load balancing for each power supply. Once a fault occurs to the
one of the power source, the redundant power supply will start running automatically to ensure
un-interruptible operation.
Controlling and Management
The Video-Wall processor controlling software allows user to manage and control the processor
on PC. It supports Windows 2000/XP/Vista/7/8. The Video-Wall processor and controlling PC can
be connected by using CAT5/6 cable (TCP/IP) or RS232 cable. The software can also control up to
4 extra traditional matrix switchers when they are cascade (RS232) to the processor. The VideoWall processor can also be controlled by employing the specific controlling keyboard (RS232).

LCD VIDEO WALL ADVANTAGES

• Brilliant and fluid colours

• Higher resolution

• Energy efficient - reduce power
consumption up to 50%

• Most affordable option on the market

• High uniform brightness

• Slim installation depths

• Hardware is simple and easy to maintain

• Brightness ≥ 500 - 700 cd/m2

• Ultra-narrow and takes up little space

• Better for indoors

LCD VIDEO WALL
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• Easy to size and install
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LCD VIDEO WALL MONITOR SPECIFICATIONS
Model Number

CL-VW87xx

Screen Size

55”

Active Display Area

1213.4mm (W) x 684.2mm(H)

Display Mode

16:9

Resolution

1920 x 1080

Display Color

1.6billion (10bit)

Pixel Pitch (mm)

0.630(H)x0.630(V)

Brightness (nits)

500cd/m²

Contrast Ratio

1400:1

Visual Angle (H/V)

178° / 178°

Response Time

15ms

Bezel Gap

3.5mm bezel to bezel
1.8mm bezel to bezel

Backlight
Input
and Output / Video
LEDWall Controller (Built-in each Screen)
Input

VIDEO (BNC X 1 ), Y, Pb, Pr/y, Cb, Cr (BNC X 3 ), S-video (optional)
HDMI x 1, DVI x 1, SDI (optional)
VGA x 1

Output

VIDEO ( BNC X 1 )

Control Signal input
and loop out

RJ45 x 1
RJ45 x 2
RJ45 x 1/USB

ISP Upgrade Input
Video
Color System

PAL/NTSC/SECAM

HDTV Compatible
HDTV input

480P, 576P, 720P, 1080I, 1080P

3D/ 3D/ Video
Comb Filter
Power
OSD Display
Power Input

Yes

Power Consumption

≤ 165W

Control Mode

RS232 control, Remote Control, External Matrix Control

Dimension

12213.4 (l) x 687.2 (H) x 75.5 (W) mm

Weight

N.W:31.45kg

Chinese / English
AC100V~240V, 50/60Hz

MECHANICAL DIMENSION

MECHANICAL DIMENSION

www.closed-loop.biz
email : sales@closed-loop.biz
Tel : +65 6853 7820
Fax : +65 6853 7972

